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Nonlinear Representations

The theoretical model we have been assuming ˜ known as the linear the-
ory of representation ˜ was quite successful in explaining a number of facts about
sound systems. A defining characteristic of the theory is the view that segments are
matrices of feature values, where every segment has a specification for each of the
two dozen distinctive features. There was, however, one phonological realm which
the theory had largely ignored, and that was tone.

1. The Autosegmental theory of tone: the beginnings of a change

There were a few proposals regarding tone features, but they did not reach
the degree of acceptance that those for other features reached. One of the primary
problems was how to represent contour tones such as rising and falling.

1.1. The problem of contours

One possibility is that contour tones are simply H or L tones with a posi-
tive specification for a feature “contour”. We could take the pitch at the beginning
of a vowel as representing the “basic” tone value, and if the pitch changes from
that point (either up or down), then the vowel is [+contour]. This gives us the fol-
lowing representations of H, L, R (rising) and F (falling) tones.

(1) H = [+H,-contour] R = [-H,+contour]
L = [-H,-countour] F = [+H,+contour]

Such a theory is ultimately inadequate since it ignores tone levels (Mid, Superlow,
Superhigh), but we can pursue this theory to see what progress can be made. Per-
haps if this theory works, it can be modified to account for other tone levels.

This final chapter introduces an alternative model, the nonlinear theory,
of how sounds are represented. The purpose of this chapter is to show
how troublesome facts can lead to a reconceptualization of a domain
which seemed to be understood, leading to an even better understanding
of the nature of language sounds. This will also help you to understand
how and why theories change.

autosegmental phonology, tone sta-
bility, floating tone, across-the-board
effects, feature geometry
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An essential test of a theory of features is how it accounts for phonological
processes. This theory of tone makes predictions: it predicts that R and F will be a
natural class because they are [+countour], and it predicts that L and R are a natu-
ral class because they are [-H]. As it happens, some relevant typological work had
been done on natural tone rules, most noteably Hyman & Schuh 1974. Such re-
search has shown that the following are fairly common tonal processes.

(2) a. H • R / {L,F} ___ b. L • F /{H,R} ___
c. H • F / ___ {L,R} d. L • R / ___ {H,F}

The problem is that the “[±contour]” theory does not provide any natural way to
express all of these processes. The last two processes can be formulated:

(3) c. [+H] • [+contour] / ___ [-H]
d. [-H] • [+contour] / ___ [+H]

However, the first two processes cannot be formalized, since {L,F} or {H,R} are
not a definable class using this theory.

This theory also predicts the following rules, which are simply the rules in
(3) with the conditioning environment on the left rather than the right.

(4) *[+H] • [+contour] / [-H] ___ (H • F / {L,R} ___)
*[-H] • [+contour] / [+H] ___ (L • R / {H,F} ___)

Unlike the common rules in (2), such rules are totally non-existent in the
languages of the world. The “[±contour]” theory thus makes a bad prediction, that
certain processes should exist when they do not, and in addition the theory pro-
vides no way to express certain very natural processes, in particular processes
where the conditioning environment is on the left. Finally, even for the two proc-
esses which the theory can formalize in (3), there is an unexplained element of
arbitrariness ˜ why should a H tone become a falling tone before [-H]? Those
processes are formally just as simple to express as the rules in (5), and should
therefore be found as commonly as the former set of rules, but in fact this latter set
of rules is completely unattested.

(5) c. [+H] • [+contour] / ___ [+H] (H • F / __ {H,F})
d. [-H] • [+contour] / ___ [-H] (L • R / __ {L,R})

It is obvious that this theory of tone is wrong, but what is the alternative?
There was a long-standing intuition that contour tones were in some sense com-
posite tones, so that a rise was simply a combination of a L followed by a H, and a
fall is a combination of a H followed by a L; falling and rising pitch is simply the
continuous transition between the higher and lower pitch levels that H and L de-
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fine. An example of the kind of phonological patterns which were responsible for
this intuition is the pattern of tone changes that result from merging vowels be-
tween words in Etsako (Yekhee), illustrated below.

(6) ™®dze− e−la� • ™®dze−la� ‘three axes’
e�ke− e−la� • e �ke−la� ‘three rams’
u −dze − o �kpa − • u −dzoˆkpa − ‘one axe’
o �ke − o �kpa − • o �koˆkpa − ‘one ram’
o −wa � o −wa � • o −wo‡wa � ‘every house’

The combination of H+L results in a falling tone, and L+H results in a rising tone.
How can the intuition that fall is H+L and rise is L+H be expressed in the theory?

There is little problem in doing this for contour tones on long vowels,
since long vowels can be represented as a sequence of identical vowels, so treating
a long rising tone as being a sequence of tones is easy.

(7) a‡: = a�a− =   
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The problem is short contour tones.

1.2. Autosegmental contours

A resolution of this problem was set forth in Goldsmith 1976, who pro-
posed that tones be given an autonomous representation from the rest of the seg-
ment, so that regular segments would be represented at one level and tones would
be an another level, with the two levels of representation being synchronized via
association lines. This theory, known as autosegmental phonology, thus posited
representations such as those in (8).

(8) a−   = H a‡   =  L  H aˆ  =     H   L

a    a  a

The representation of [a−] simply says that at the same time that the rest of the vocal
tract is in the configuration for the vowel [a], the larynx should be vibrating at a
high rate as befits a H tone. The representation for [a‡] on the other hand says that
during the time that the rest of the vocal tract is producing the short vowel [a], the
larynx should start vibrating slowly (produce a L tone) and change to a higher rate
of vibration to match that specified for a H tone ˜ this produces the smooth in-
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crease in pitch which we hear as a rising tone. The representation of [â] simply
reverses the order of the tonal specifications.

The view which autosegmental phonology takes of rules is different from
that taken in the classical segmental theory. Rather than viewing the processes in
(2) as being random changes in feature values, autosegmental theory views these
operations as being adjustments in the temporal relations between the segmental
tier and the tonal tier. Thus the change in (2a) where H becomes rising after L and
fall can be expressed as (9).

(9) (H)    L     H  (H)    L     H
  •

         V     V            V    V

By simply adding an association between the L tone element on the left and the
vowel which stands to the right, we are able to express this tonal change, without
actually changing the intrinsic feature content of the string: we change only the
timing relation between tones and vowels. This is notated as in (10), where the
dashed association line means “insert an association line”.

(10) L     H

V     V

Two other notational conventions are needed to understand the formulation of
autosegmental rules. First, the deletion of an association line is indicated by
crossing out the line:

(11) H
 x
V

Second, an element (tone or vowel) which has no corresponding association on the
other tier (vowel or tone) is indicated with the mark ‘′’, thus, V′ indicates a tone-
less vowel and H′ indicates a H not linked to a vowel.

One striking advantage of the autosegmental model is that it allows us to
express this common tonal process in a very simple way. The theory also allows
each of the remaining processes in (2) to be expressed equally simply ˜ in fact,
essentially identically, as involving an expansion of the temporal domain of a tone
either to the left or to the right.

(12) H     L    (=(2b)) H   L    (=(2c)) L     H    (= (2d))

V    V V  V V    V
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The problem of the natural classes formed by contour tones and level tones
was particularly vexing for the linear theory. Most striking was the fact that what
constitutes a natural class for contour tones depends on the linear order of the tar-
get and conditioning tones. If the conditioning tones stand on the left, then the
natural classes observed are {L,F} and {H,R}, and if the conditioning tones stand
on the right, then the natural groupings are {L,R} and {H,F}. In all other cases, the
groupings of elements into natural classes are independent of whether the target is
to the right or the left of the trigger. The autosegmental representation of contour
tones thus provides a very natural explanation of what is otherwise a quite bizarre
quirk in the concept “natural class”.

The autosegmental model also provides a principled explanation for the
nonexistence of rules such as (4), i.e. the rules H • F / {L,R} ___ and  L • R /
{H,F} ___. The change of H to F after L would involve not just an adjustment in
the temporal organisation of a L-H sequence, but would necessitate the insertion of
a separate L to the right of the H tone, which would have no connection with the
preceding L; the change of H to F after R is even worse in that the change involves
insertion of L when H is remotely preceded by a L. Thus, the closest that one could
come to formalising such a rule in the autosegmental approach would be as in (13).

(13) L  (H)   H           •    L  (H)   H   L

  V        V              V         V

As we will discuss in this chapter, autosegmental theory resulted in a considerable
reconceptualization of phonological processes, and allowed the theory of rules to
be considerably constrained so that such rules which perform arbitrary actions in
arbitrary contexts simply were rendered formally impossible to state.

In addition to the fact that the theory provides a much-needed account of
contour tones, quite a number of other arguments can be given for the autosegmen-
tal theory of tone. The essential claim of the theory is that there is not a one-to-one
relation between the number of tones in an utterance and the number of vowels: a
single tone can be associated to multiple vowels, or a single vowel can have mul-
tiple tones. Moreover, an operation on one tier, such as the deletion of a vowel,
does not entail a corresponding deletion on the other tier. We will look at a number
of arguments for the autonomy of tones and the vowels which phonetically bear
them in the following sections.

1.3. Tone Preservation

One very common property exhibited by tones is stability, where the de-
letion of a vowel does not result in the deletion of the tone born by the vowel. Very
commonly, the tone of a deleted vowel is transferred to the neighboring vowel,
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often resulting in a contour tone. We have seen an example of this phenomenon in
Yekhee, where the combination of a L vowel plus H vowel results in a rising toned
vowel, and H+L gives a falling toned vowel.

(14) o �ke − o �kpa − • o �koˆkpa − ‘one ram’
o −wa � o −wa � • o −wo‡wa � ‘every house’

In the autosegmental theory, deletion of a vowel does not directly affect the tone
which was associated to it, and as a result, after deletion of the vowel the tone
simply remains on the tonal tier with no association to the segmental tier ˜ such
an unassociated tone is referred to as a floating tone.

(15) L   H  L     H            LH L    H H    L  H    L           H LH    L

o k e   o kp a    •    o k o kp a o w a   o w a    •    o w o w a

One of the principles proposed in this theory is that all vowels must (eventually)
bear some tone, and all tones must be born by some vowel ˜ this condition is
known as the Wellformedness Condition. Accordingly, the unassociated tones
which resulted from the deletion of a vowel would then be associated to the fol-
lowing vowel, resulting in a falling or rising tone.

(16) LH L    H     H LH    L

o k o kp a     o w o w a

The combination of two like-toned vowels, as in the case of e�ke− e−la � •
e�ke−la � ‘three rams’, brings out another principle of the theory. By the operation of
vowel deletion and re-association of the floating tone, one would expect the fol-
lowing representation.

(17) L H H L

e k e l a

This would not be distinct from the simple tone melody LHL: (17) says that the
vowel e should be produced at high pitch at the beginning and at the end, with no
other pitches being produced. The Twin Sister Convention was proposed as a
constraint on the theory, so that such a phonetically indistinguishable representa-
tion is formally disallowed.

(18) Twin Sister Convention
Adjacent identical tones on one vowel are automatically simplified
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Another illustration of the autosegmental treatment of tone preservation
comes from Lomongo. When vowels are brought together, either directly in the
underlying representation or as the result of deleting certain consonants, the vowel
sequence is reduced to a single vowel which preserves all of the component tones
of the two vowels. This can result not just in the simple contours R and F, but also
the complex three-tone contours fall-rise (FR) and rise-fall (RF).

(19) H+H • H be�ta−mba− be−fe− • be �ta−mbe−fe− ‘two trees’
L+L • L la � ™¯to −ko � • l™¯to −ko � ‘with the fork’
H+L • F mpu �lu − ™¯n¢ − • mpu �jw™̧n¢ − ‘these birds’
L+H • R la� b¥−na� • l¥‡na� ‘with the baby’
H+F • F so −ngo −lo − ¥ˆtsw¢ � • so −ngo −l¥̂tsw¢ � ‘may S. enter’
H+R • FR ba �lo −nga − ba‡ka −e − • ba �lo −ngaˆ −ka −e − ‘his blood’
L+F • RF fa �ka�la� ¥ˆtswa� • fa �ka�l¥‡ �tswa � ‘F. comes in’
L+R • R ba‡nko � ba‡m¥‡ • ba‡nka‡m¥‡ ‘those others’
R+F • RF ¥‡m¥‡ êmbe� • ¥‡me‡ �mbe� ‘may someone else sing’

The derivation of the last example illustrates how the autosegmental theory ex-
plains the pattern elegantly. In this case, the first vowel deletes, causing its two
tones to become floating. Those tones are associated to the following vowel by the
Wellformedness Conditions. This results in two adjacent H tones on one vowel,
which by the Twin Sister Convention reduce to one H, giving the phonetic output.

(20) LH  LH  HL    L    LH  LH  HL    L
• •

¥  m  ¥     e mb e     ¥  m        e mb e

LH   LH HL L    LH   L  H  L L
•

 ¥  m     e mb e     ¥  m     e mb e

The fact that the theory effortlessly handles three-tone contours, when the linear
theory struggled to handle even two-tone contours, is clear evidence that autoseg-
mental theory is the better theory.

1.4. Across-the-board effects

Another phenomenon which argues for the autosegmental representation
of tone is across-the-board tone change. An illustration of such a tonal effect can
be found in Shona. The examples in (21) show that if a noun begins with some
number of H tones, those H’s become L when preceded by one of the prefixes ne−-,
se−- and che−.
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(21) N with N like N of N Gloss
mbwa− ne−-mbwa� se−-mbwa� che−-mbwa� dog
ho −ve − ne −-ho �ve � se−-ho �ve� che −-ho �ve � fish
mbu −ndu −dz™® ne −-mbu �ndu �dz™¯ se −-mbu �ndu �dz™¯ che −-mbu �ndu �dz™¯ army worm
ha−ka−ta� ne−-ha�ka�ta� se−-ha�ka�ta� che−-ha�ka�ta� bones
be −nz™®bvu �nza − ne −-be �nz™¯bvu �nza − se −-be �nz™¯bvu �nza − che −-be �nz™¯bvu �nza − fool

As shown in (22) and by the last example of (21), a H tone which is not part of an
initial string of H’s will not undergo this lowering process.

(22) N with N like N of N Gloss
mu�ru−me− ne−-mu�ru−me− se−-mu�ru−me− che−-mu�ru−me− man
ba�dza− ne−-ba�dza− se−-ba�dza− che−-ba�dza− hoe

The problem is that if we look at a word such as mbu −ndu −dz™® as having
three H tones, then there is no way to apply the lowering rule to the word and get
the right results. Suppose we apply the following rule to a standard segmental rep-
resentation of this word.

(23)   V   • [-H] /   se,ne,che ___
[+H]               [+H]

Beginning from /ne−-mbu −ndu −dz™®/, this rule would apply to the first H toned vowel
giving ne−-mbu �ndu −ndz™®. However, the rule could not apply again since the vowel of
the second syllable is not immediately preceded by the prefix which triggers the
rule. And recall from examples such as ne−-mu �ru −me− that the rule does not apply to
non-initial H tones.

This problem has a simple solution in autosegmental theory, where we are
not required to represent a string of n H-toned vowels as having n H tones. Instead,
these words can have a single H tone which is associated to a number of vowels.

(24)        H    H        H     H     L   H

mbwa hove mbundudzi benzibvunza

Given these representations, the tone lowering process will only operate on a sin-
gle tone, the initial tone of the noun, but this may be translated into an effect on a
number of adjacent vowels.

(25)        L    L        L     L     L   H

mbwa hove mbundudzi benzibvunza
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There is a complication in this rule which gives further support to the auto-
segmental account of this process. Although this process lowers a string of H tones
at the beginning of a noun, when one of these prefixes precedes a prefixed struc-
ture, lowering does not affect every initial H tone. When one prefix precedes an-
other prefix which precedes a noun with initial H’s, the second prefix has a L tone
and the noun keeps its H tones.

(26) N of N like of N gloss
mbu −ndu −dz™® che −-mbu �ndu �dz™¯ se −-che �-mbu −ndu −dz™® army worm
ha−ka−ta� che−-ha�ka�ta� se−-che�-ha−ka−ta� bones

However, if there are three of these prefixes, the second prefix has a L tone, and
lowering also affects the first (apparent) string of tones in the noun.

(27) se −-ne �-che −-mbu �ndu �dz™¯ like with of army worm
se−-ne�-che−-ha�ka�ta� like with of bones

A simple statement like “lower a sequence of adjacent H’s” after a H prefix would
be wrong, as these data show. What we see here is an alternating pattern, which
follows automatically from the rule that we have posited and the autosegmental
theory of representations. Consider the derivation of a form with two prefixes.

(28)  H    H        H       H    L        H
•

se-che-mbundudzi      se-che-mbundudzi

The lowering of H on che gives that prefix a L tone, and therefore that prefix can-
not then cause lowering of the H’s of the noun. On the other hand, if there are
three such prefixes, the first H toned prefix causes the second prefix to become L,
and that prevents prefix number 2 from lowering prefix 3. Since prefix 3 keeps its
H tone, it therefore can cause lowering of H in the noun.

(29)  H  H    H        H  H  L    H           L
    •

se-ne-che-mbundudzi se-ne-che-mbundudzi

Thus it is not simply a matter of lowering the tones of any number of vowels. Un-
like the traditional segmental theory, the autosegmental model provides a very
simple and principled characterization of these patterns of tone lowering.
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1.5. Melodic patterns

Another phenomenon which supports the autonomy of tones and segments
is the phenomenon of melodic tonal restriction. In some languages, there are re-
strictions on the possible tones of words, irrespective of the number of vowels in
the word. Mende is an example of such a language. Although this language has H,
L, rising, falling and rise-falling tones, the distribution of those tones in words is
quite restricted. Words can be analysed as falling into one of five tone melodies,
illustrated in (30).

(30) H p¢−l¢− ‘house’, k¥− ‘war’
L b¢ �l¢ � ‘trousers’, kpa � ‘debt’
HL ke −nya �, mbuˆ ‘owl’
LH n™̄ka−, mba‡ ‘rice’
LHL n™¯k™®l™¯ ‘groundnut’, nya�haˆ ‘woman’, mba‡ � ‘companion’

If tones were completely unrestricted, then given five surface tones, one would
predict 25 patterns for bisyllabic words and 125 patterns for trisyllabic words. In-
stead, one finds 5 patterns no matter how many vowels there are.

This distribution can be explained if the restriction is simply stated at the
level of the tonal representation: the tone pattern must be one of H, L, LH, HL or
LHL. As seen in (31), given an autosegmental representation of tone, n™¯k™®l™¯, nya �haˆ
and mba‡ � all have the same tonal representation.

(31)  LHL    L H L  LHL

nikili nyaha  mba

1.6. Floating tones

Another tonal phenomenon which confounds the segmental approach to
tone but is handled quite easily with autosegmental representations is the phe-
nomenon of floating tones, which are tones not linked to a vowel.

Anlo tone. The Anlo dialect of Ewe provides one example. The data in (32) illus-
trate some general tone rules of Ewe. Underlyingly, the noun “buffalo” is /eƒtoƒ/.
However, it surfaces as [e �to �] either phrase-finally or when the following word has
a L tone.

(32) e�to� ‘buffalo’ e�to� me� ‘in a buffalo’
eƒtoƒ ÇeƒÇleƒ ‘buffalo-buying’ eƒtoƒ dy™® ‘on a buffalo’
eƒtoƒ meƒgbe− ‘behind a buffalo’
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These alternations are explained by two rules; one rule lowers M to L at the end of
a phrase, and the second assimilates M to a following L.

(33) M • L / ___# M • L / ___L

Thus in the citation form, /eƒtoƒ/ first becomes eƒto�, then [e �to �].
Two other tone rules are exemplified by the data in (34).

(34) e�to− ‘mountain’ e�to − dy™® ‘on a mountain’
e�to„ me„gbe− ‘behind a mountain’

Here, we see a process which raises M to Superhigh tone (SH) when it is sur-
rounded by H tones; subsequently a non-final H tone assimilates to a preceding or
following SH tone.

(35) M • SH / H __ H H • SH % SH__

We know from eƒtoƒ meƒgbe− that meƒgbe− has the tones MH. Therefore, the underlying
form of e�to„ me„gbe− is e�to − meƒgbe−. The underlying form is subject to the rule raising
M to SH since the M is surrounded by H tones, giving e�to − me„gbe−. This undergoes
the SH assimilation rule. Another set of examples illustrating these tone processes
is (36), where the noun /a �ty™®keƒ/ ends in the underlying sequence HM. When fol-
lowed by /meƒgbe−/, the sequence HMMH results, so this cannot undergo the M
raising rule. However, when followed by /dy™®/, the M raising rule applies to /keƒ/,
giving a SH tone, and the preceding syllable then assimilates this SH.

(36) a�ty™®ke� ‘root’ a�ty™®keƒ ÇeƒÇleƒ ‘root-buying’
a �ty™®keƒ meƒgbe − ‘behind a root’ a�ty™²ke„ dy™® ‘on a root’

There are some apparently problematic nouns which seem to have a very
different surface pattern. In the citation form, the final M tone does not lower;
when followed by the MM-toned participle /ÇeƒÇleƒ/, the initial tone of the participle
mysteriously changes to H; the following L toned postposition me� inexplicably has
a falling tone; the postposition /meƒgbe −/ mysteriously has an initial SH tone.

(37) eƒtoƒ ‘mortar’ eƒtoƒ Çe−Çleƒ ‘mortar-buying’
eƒtoƒ mê ‘in a mortar’ eƒtoƒ dy™® ‘on a mortar’
eƒtoƒ me„gbe− ‘behind a mortar’

All of these mysteries are resolved, once we recognise that this noun actually does
not end with a M tone, but rather ends with a H tone that is not associated to a
vowel, thus the underlying form of the noun “mortar” is (38).
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(38) e  t  o

M   M   H

Because the noun ends in a (floating) H tone and not a M tone, the rule lowering
prepausal M to L does not apply, which explains why the final tone does not lower.
The floating H associates to the next vowel if possible, which explains the appear-
ance of a H on the following postposition as a falling tone (when the postposition
is monosyllabic) or level H (when the next word is polysyllabic). Finally, the
floating H serves as one of the triggering tones for the rule turning M into SH, as
seen in eƒtoƒ me„gbe−. The hypothesis that this word (and others which behave like it)
ends in a floating H tone thus provides a unified explanation for a range of facts
that would otherwise be inexplicable. However, the postulation of such a thing as a
“floating tone” is possible only assuming the autosegmental framework.

Mixtec. Another example of floating tones can be seen in the language Mixtec. As
(39) indicates, some words such as “will eat” have no effect on the tone of the
following word, but other words such as the apparently homophonous verb “will
go away” cause the initial tone to become H.

(39) su �c‡™® ‘child’
koƒo � ‘snake’
keƒeƒ ‘will eat’ keƒeƒ ‘will go away’
keƒeƒ su �c‡™® ‘the child will eat’ keƒeƒ su −c‡™® ‘the child will go away’
keƒeƒ koƒo � ‘the snake will eat’ keƒeƒ ko −o � ‘the snake will go away’

A similar effect is seen in (40), where “all” has no effect on the following word,
but “that” causes raising of the initial tone of the next word.

(40) ta�ka− su �c‡™® ‘all the children’ ma−a− su −c‡™® ‘that child’
ta�ka− beƒÜeƒ ‘all the houses’ ma−a− be−Üeƒ ‘that house’
ta �ka − koƒo � ‘all the snakes’ ma−a− ko −o� ‘that snake’
ta�ka− m™̄n™± ‘all the puddles’ ma−a− m™®n™± ‘that puddle’

These data can be explained very easily if we assume the following underlying
representations.

(41)   MM   MMH      L  H                     HH H

k e e k e e t a k a m a a

Ga†. Other evidence for floating tones comes from Ga†. In this language, there is a
rule changing the tone sequence HL at the end of a phrase into H!H. The operation
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of this rule can be seen in the data of (42), where the presence of the future tense
prefix baa − causes a change in the tone of final L-toned verbs with the shape CV.

(42) 3s. past 3s future
e-c‡a e-baa−-!c‡a− ‘dig’
e-j‡o e-baa−-!j‡o− ‘dance’
e-gbe e-baa−-!gbe− ‘kill’
e-kp¢ e-baa−-!kp¢ − ‘sew’

e-s‡¥† e-baa−-!s‡¥−† ‘pull’

e-tu† e-baa−-!tu− † ‘jump’
e-wo e-baa−-!wo − ‘wear’

The necessity of restricting this rule to a HL sequence which is at the end of a
phrase is demonstrated by examples such as ebaa −gbe Ako “he will kill Ako”,
ebaa −kp¢ ataade− “he will sew a shirt”, ebaa −s‡¥† kpaÏ “he will pull a rope”, where the
sequence is not prepausal. This restriction also explains why verbs with long vow-
els or two syllables do not undergo this alternation: the L toned syllable that comes
after the H is not also at the end of the phrase

(43) 3s. past 3s. future
e-gb¥¥ e-baa−-gb¥¥ ‘hunt’
e-hao e-baa−-hao ‘worry’
e-s¥¥ e-baa−-s¥¥ ‘catch’
e-s¥le e-baa−-s¥le ‘pray’
e-hala e-baa−-hala ‘chose’

This rule does not apply to tense-inflections on verbs, for example the plural im-

perative -a (ny¢ †−-he−-a “buy (pl.)!”) or the habitual -¥ (e-ma†je−-¥ “he sends”).
A second relevant rule is Plateauing, whereby HLH becomes H!HH. This

can be seen in (44) involving verbs with final HL. When the following object be-
gins with a H tone, the resulting HLH sequence becomes H!HH.

(44) ny¢†−-he−-a “buy (pl.)!”

ny¢ − †-he−-!a− tu†− “buy (pl.) a gun!”

ny¢ − †-he−-a f¥ “buy (pl.) oil!”

e-ma†je−-¥ ako “he sends Ako”
e-ma†je−!¥− a−ku− “he sends Aku”

m™†®Ï −gbe kwakw¢ − “I am killing a mouse”

m™†®Ï −!gbe − fo −te “I am killing a termite”

In these examples,
the rule changing
prepausal HL to
H!H does not apply
to the verb in cita-
tion form because
the L tone is in a
tense suffix.
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This rule also applies within words, when the verb stem has the underlying tone
pattern LH and is preceded by a H toned prefix.

(45) 3s. past 3s. future
e-hulu − e-baa−!-hu −lu − “jump”
e-kase− e-baa−!-ka−se− “learn”
e-kojo − e-baa−!-ko −jo − “judge”

e-ma†je− e-baa−!-ma−†je− “send”

There are a number of areas in the language where floating tones can be
motivated. The perfective tense provides one relevant example. Consider the data
in (46), which contrasts the form of the subjunctive and the perfective. Segmen-
tally these forms are identical: their difference lies in their tone. In both tenses the
subject prefix has a H tone. In the perfective, the rule affecting prepausal HL ex-
ceptionally fails to apply to a L toned CV stem, but in the subjunctive that rule
applies as expected.

(46) 3s. subjunctive 3s. perfective
e−-!c‡a− e−-c‡a ‘dig’
e−-!j‡o− e−-j‡o ‘dance’
e−-!gbe− e−-gbe ‘kill’
e−-!kp¢ − e−-kp¢ ‘sew’
e−-!s‡¥−† e−-s‡¥† ‘pull’
e−-!wo − e−-wo ‘wear’

You might think that the perfective is an exception, but there is more to it.
Another anomaly of these verbs forms is that the Plateauing rule fails to

apply between the verbs of (46) and an initial H tone, even though the requisite
tone sequence is found.

(47) e −-gbe a −ku − ‘he has killed Aku’

e−-s‡¥† gu−!g¥− † ‘he has pulled a nose’
e−-wo j‡w¢ −!¢ − ‘he has worn grass’

The failure of both the HL • H!H rule and the Plateauing rule can be ex-
plained by positing that the perfective tense is marked by a floating L tone which
comes between the subject prefix and the verb stem; thus the phonological repre-
sentation of perfective e−-wo would be (48).

(48) H  L   L

e  -  wo
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The floating L between the H and the L of the root means that the H is not next to
the prepausal L, which we have already seen is a crucial condition for the change
of HL to H!H. In addition, the presence of this floating L explains why this verb
form does not undergo Plateauing. Thus two anomalies are explained by the postu-
lation of a floating tone.

Other examples of the failure of the Plateauing rule in this tense can be
seen below. The examples from the simple past show that these verbs underlyingly
have the tone pattern LH, which surfaces unchanged after the L toned subject pre-
fix used in the simple past. The subjunctive data show that these stems do other-
wise undergo Plateauing after a H toned prefix; the perfective data show that in the
perfective tense, Plateauing fails to apply within the word.

(49) 3s. past 3s. subjunctive 3s perfective
e-hulu − e−!-hu −lu − e −-hulu − “jump”
e-kase− e−!-ka−se− e−-kase− “learn”
e-kojo − e−!-ko −jo − e −-kojo − “judge”

e-ma†je− e−!-ma−†je− e−-ma†je− “send”

Again, these facts can be explained by positing a floating tone in the perfective
tense: that L means that the actual tone sequence is HLLH, not HLH, so Plateauing
would simply not be applicable to that tone sequence.

(50) H L L H

e -  hulu

Finally, the postulation of a floating L as the marker of the perfective ex-
plains why a downstep spontaneously emerges between the subject prefix and a
stem initial H tone.

(51) 3s. past 3s. subjunctive 3s perfective
e-be− e−-be− e−!-be− quarrel

e-chu− † e−-chu− † e−!-chu− † send

e-du− † e−-du− † e−!-du − † cultivate
e-fo− e−-fo− e−!-fo− weep
e-f¥−te− e−-f¥−te− e−!-f¥−te− pour
e-ja−le− e−-ja−le− e−!-ja−le− rinse

Thus the postulation of a floating tone as the marker of the perfective explains a
number of anomalies: insofar as floating tones have a coherent theoretical status in
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autosegmental phonology but not in the linear theory, they provide strong support
for the correctness of the autosegmental model.

1.7. Tonal Morphemes

Another example of the kind of dissynchrony between tones and vowels
which is explained by the autosegmental model is the tonal morpheme, where a
particular morpheme is expressed solely as a tone ˜ this is a variant of the prob-
lem of floating tones. One such example is the expression of case-marking and the
marking of modified nouns in Angas. When a noun is case-marked in Angas
(when it is at the end of the subject or object NP, for example), case marking is
indicated with a suffixed floating H which links to the final vowel, forming a rising
tone if the final tone of the noun is M or L. When a noun is followed by an adjec-
tive in its phrase, that fact is marked by the suffixation of a floating L tone, which
forms a falling contour tone when the last tone is M or H.

(52) te−Ï ‘rope’ te−Ï ‘rope (case)’ têÏ ‘rope (modified)’
mu−s ‘cat’ mu−s ‘cat (case)’ mûs ‘cat (mod.)’
c‡e−n ‘hoe’ c‡e−n ‘hoe (case)’ c‡ên ‘hoe (mod.)’
ny™® ‘elephant’ ny™® ‘elephant (case)’ ny™̧ ‘elephant (mod.)’
Üaƒs ‘dog’ Üaƒ −s ‘dog (case)’ Üaƒ �s ‘dog (mod.)’
z‡waƒl ‘boy’ z‡waƒ −l ‘boy (case)’ z‡waƒ �l ‘boy (mod.)’
Íeƒm ‘child’ Íeƒ −m ‘child (case)’ Íeƒ �m ‘child (mod.)’
ma�s ‘locust bean’ ma‡s ‘bean (case)’ ma�s ‘bean (mod.)’
pu �k ‘soup’ pu‡k ‘soup (case)’ pu �k ‘soup (mod.)’
Üa �s ‘tooth’ Üa‡s ‘tooth (case)’ Üa�s ‘tooth (mod.)’
j‡o−l™̄ ‘ape’ j‡o−l™µ ‘ape (case)’ j‡o−l™̄ ‘ape (mod.)’

Tiv is another language with morphemes being marked by tone, in this
case verbal tense-aspect. Verb roots in Tiv lexically have either a H tone or a L
tone on the first syllable of the root. The general past tense is marked with a float-
ing L tone; the past habitual with a H; the recent past with the tone sequence HL.

(53) H verbs L verbs
General Past (L)
va− ‘come’ dza� ‘go’
u −ngwa � ‘hear’ ve�nde � ‘refuse’
ye−ve�se� ‘flee’ ngo�ho �ro � ‘accept’

Past Habitual (H)
va− dza−
u −ngwa − ve �nde −
ye−ve−se− ngo �ho −ro −
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Recent Past (HL)
va− dza−
u −ngwa − ve �nde −
ye−ve−se� ngo �ho −ro �

In addition to showing the effects of various floating tone morphemes
which mark tense-aspect, these data illustrate the application of a contour-
simplification rule. We now consider how representative forms are actually de-
rived. The concatenation of the L root ngohoro and the recent past morpheme
gives the following underlying form.

(54)      L     H L

ngohor

These tones must be assigned to the vowels of the stem: we can see that the first
tone links to the first free vowel and the second tone links to the second free
vowel. This is an instance of one-to-one left-to-right mapping.

(55) Link free tones to free vowels, one-to-one, from left to right

This process is so common that it had been thought that it is actually a universal
convention on free tones ˜ we now know, since languages have been discovered
which do not obey this condition ˜ that it is a language specific rule, though a
very common one. Application of this rule to (54) gives the surface form.

Now consider the disyllabic L root ve�nde−. This root has two vowels but
three tones. If all of the tones were to be associated to the vowels of the root, this
would force the final syllable to bear the tone sequence HL, i.e. it would have a
falling tone. We can see that there are no contour tones in the data. This leaves us
with two possibilities in accounting for ve�nde−: either the rule associating floating
tones to vowels simply does not link a floating tone to a vowel that already has a
tone, or floating tones do associate to vowels that already bear a H and then some
later rule eliminates tonal contour tones. If we assume that floating tones are all
initially associated to a vowel and contours are later eliminated, we will require the
following rule, which deletes the L tone component of a falling tone.

(56) H   L • ∅

V

Finally, we come to /dza�/, which has H if one of the floating tone patterns H or HL
is added to the root. This can be explained if floating tones are associated to root
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vowels even when this would result in a contour tone. Linking the melodic tones to
this root would result in the following representation.

(57)     L H L

dza

Rule (56) applies in a mirror-image fashion: it deletes L in combination with a H
on one vowel, standing before or after the H. This explains why the lexical L is
replaced with a H. Under the alternative account, that floating tones only link to
vowels which do not have any other tone, we would be unable to explain why the
lexical L is replaced by H when a melodic pattern with a H tone is added.

1.8. Toneless vowels

Another phenomenon demonstrating the independence of tones and vow-
els is the existence of underlyingly toneless vowels. This can be illustrated with
data from Margyi. There are two tones in Margyi, H and L, but there are three un-
derlying types of vowels in terms of tonal behavior, namely H, L and toneless. Ex-
amples of underlyingly toneless morphemes are /Ì¦l/ “buy”, /sk¦/ “wait” and /na/
“away”. When two morphemes with underlying tones are combined, there are no
surface tone changes. However, when one of the toneless morphemes is combined
with a morpheme with tone, the toneless morpheme takes on the tone of the tone-
bearing morpheme.

(58) ta− + ba− • ta−ba− ‘to cook all’
nda �l + ba − • nda �lba − ‘to throw out’
Ì¦l + ba − • Ì¦ −lba − ‘to buy’

na − + Ìa � • na −Ìa � ‘give me’
h¦ �r™¯ + Ìa � • h¦ �rÌa � ‘bring me’
sk¦ + Ìa� • sk¦ �Ìa� ‘wait for me’

ta− + na • ta−na− ‘to cook and put aside’
nda �l + na • nda �lna � ‘to throw away’
Ì¦l + na • Ì¦ �lna � ‘to sell’

As (59) indicates, this can be accounted for by spreading tone (i.e. adding associa-
tions between tone and vowels) to toneless vowels.

(59)          H   H     L

Ì¦l + ba ta + na ndal + na
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The form Ì¦ �l-na � ‘to sell’, which combines two toneless morphemes, illus-
trates another property of tone systems. Since all vowels must on the surface have
some tonal specification, the following question arises: if there is no tone present
in the string which could spread to toneless vowels, how do toneless vowels get
their surface tone. The answer is that there are also rules of default tone assign-
ment, which guarantee that if a vowel does not otherwise have a tone value, one is
automatically assigned. Such a rule can be formalized as (60).

(60) L
•

V′ V

Generally, in languages with two levels of tone, the default value assigned
to otherwise toneless vowels is L; in languages with three tone levels, the default
tone specification is usually M tone. Yoruba is a language with three tone levels,
where it can be argued that M toned vowels are actually underlyingly toneless, and
M tones are assigned by a default tone assignment rule. The examples in (61) illus-
trate a very general tone spreading rule whereby L tone becomes falling after H,
and H tone becomes rising after L. However, M is unchanged after either L or H,
and M also has no effect on a following L or H.

(61) ko � p¥ � ‘it is not plentiful’ ko� du �n ‘it is not sweet’
o− p¥ˆ ‘it is plentiful’ o − duˆn ‘it is sweet’
¢ �k¥‡ ‘lesson’ ¥�b¥ƒ ‘monkey’
¥�f¥� ‘mourning’ g™®gaƒ ‘height’
™±säe− ‘work’ eƒjo� ‘snake’

The question is how to exclude M tone from being targetted by this rule, and how
to prevent M tone from spreading. If we assume that tonally unspecified vowels
are assigned a M tone by default, and that M tones in Yoruba derive only from
application of this default specification rule, then we can explain these patterns
rather simply. We can assume the following tone spreading rule, where T repre-
sents any tone.

(62)  T  T

 V  V

The fact that contours are not formed with M tone follows from the fact that a
contour is two tone specifications on one vowel, plus the hypothesis that M tone is
only assigned if there is no tonal specification on a vowel.
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1.9. Tonal mobility

The final demonstration of the autonomy of tone from segments is the tone
mobility, which is the fact that tones can move about from vowel to vowel quite
easily, in a fashion not shared with segmental properties. One example of tonal
mobility comes from Runyankore, seen in (63). This language has an underlying
contrast between words whose last syllable is H toned, and those whose penulti-
mate syllable is H toned. In pre-pausal position, underlyingly final H tones shift to
the penultimate syllable, thus neutralizing with nouns having an underlyingly pe-
nult H. When some word follows the noun, the underlying position of the H tone is
clearly revealed.

(63) Nouns with penult H
o �ku �gu −ru � ‘leg’ o �ku �gu −ru � ku �ru �u �nj™¯ ‘good leg’
o �mu �ko −z™¯ ‘worker’ o �mu �ko −z™¯ mu �ru �u �nj™¯ ‘good worker’
e�mbu−z™̄ ‘goat’ e�mbu −z™¯ nu �u �nj™¯ ‘good goat’
e �ch™¯ko −po � ‘cup’ e �ch™¯ko −po � ch™¯ru �u �nj™¯ ‘good cup’
e �mb™®bo � ‘seeds’ e �mb™®bo � nu �u �nj™¯ ‘good seeds’

Nouns with final H
o �mu �gu −z™¯ ‘buyer’ o �mu �gu �z™® mu �ru �u �nj™¯ ‘good buyer’
o�mu�ka−ma� ‘chief’ o�mu �ka �ma − mu �ru �u �nj™¯ ‘good chief’
e�e−mbwa� ‘dog’ e�e �mbwa − nu �u �nj™¯ ‘good dog’
o �bu −ro � ‘millet’ o�bu �ro − bu �ru �u �nj™¯ ‘good millet’
ka �su −ku � ‘parrot’ ka�su �ku − nu �u �nj™¯ ‘good parrot’

There are a number of reasons internal to the grammar of Runyankore for treating
L tone as the default tone, and for only specifying H tones in the phonology so that
phonetically L tones vowels are actually toneless. This alternation can be ac-
counted for by the following rule of tone-throwback.

(64)         H
         x
V C0V ##

Another example of tone shift can be seen in Kikuyu. Like Runyankore,
there are good reasons to analyse this language phonologically solely in terms of
the position of H tones, with vowels not otherwise specified as H being realised
phonetically with a default L tone. We will follow the convention adopted in such
cases as marking H toned vowels with an acute accent, and not marking toneless
(default L) vowels.

Consider the Kikuyu data in (65) from the current habitual tense. The first
two examples in (65a) would indicate that the morphemes to-, -r¥r-, -aÆ- and -a are
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all toneless. The third example, however, shows the root r¥r with a H tone: this
happens just in case the root is preceded by the object prefix ma. In (65b), we see
that ˜ in contrast to what we see in (65a) ˜ the habitual suffix -aÆ- has a H tone
when it is preceded by the root tom (which is itself toneless on the surface). As
with (65a), the syllable that follows ma has a H tone.

(65) a. to- r¥r - aÆ-a ‘we look at’
we-look at-hab-tense

to-mo- r¥r -aÆ-a ‘we look at him’
we-him-look at-hab-tense

to-ma- r¥−r -aÆ-a ‘we look at them’
we-them-look at-hab-tense

b. to-tom-a−Æ-a ‘we send’
to-mo-tom-a−Æ-a ‘we send him’
to-ma-to−m-a−Æ-a ‘we send them’

It is clear, then, that certain syllables has the property of causing the following
syllable to have a surface H tone. This is further demonstrated in (66), where the
derivational suffixes -er- and -an- follow the roots -r¥r- and -tom-: we can see that
the syllable after -tom always receives a H tone.

(66) to-r¥r-er-aÆ-a ‘we look for’
to-tom-e−r-aÆ-a ‘we send for’
to-r¥r-an-aÆ-a ‘we look at each other’
to-tom-a−n-aÆ-a ‘we send each other’
to-r¥r-er-an-aÆ-a ‘we look for each other’
to-tom-e−r-an-aÆ-a ‘we send for each other’

Further examples of this phenomenon are seen in the examples of the re-
cent past in (67). In (67a), the root r¥r (which generally has no H tone) has a H
tone when it stands immediately after the recent past tense prefix -a-; or, the object
prefix that follows -a- will have a surface H tone. The examples in (67b) show the
same thing with the root -tom- which we have seen has the property of assigning a
H tone to the following vowel.

(67) a. to-a-r¥−r-a ‘we looked at’
to-a-mo−-r¥r-a ‘we looked at him’
to-a-ma−-r¥−r-a ‘we looked at them’

b. to-a-to−m-a− ‘we sent’
to-a-mo−-tom-a− ‘we sent him’
to-a-ma−-to−m-a− ‘we sent them’
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We would assume that the root -to −m- has a H, as do the object prefix -ma −-
and the tense prefix -a-, and this H tone is subject to the following rule of tone
shift, which moves every H tone one vowel to the right.

(68)  H
 x

V V

Thus, /to-to −m-er-aÆ-a/ becomes totome −raÆa, /to-ma−-r¥r-aÆ-a/ becomes tomar¥ −raÆa,
and /to-a−-ma−-to −m-a/ becomes toama −to −ma −.

(69)      H   H  H
     x       x     x

t o a m a t o m a

An even more dramatic example of tone shifting comes from Digo. In this
language, the last H tone of a word shifts to the end of the word. The root vugura
is toneless, as is the object prefix ni, but the object prefix a “them” has an underly-
ing H tone, which is phonetically realised on the last vowel of the word. Similarly,
the root togora is toneless, as is the subject prefix ni, but the 3rd sg. subject prefix
a has a H tone, which shifts to the end of the word. Lastly, the root tsukura is
toneless, as is the tense-aspect prefix -na-, but the perfective prefix ka has a H tone
which shifts to the last vowel of the word.

(70) a. ku-vugura ‘to untie’ ku-vugurira ‘to untie for’
ku-ni-vugurira ‘to untie for me’ ku-a-vugurira − ‘to untie for them’

b. ku-togora ‘to praise’ ni-na-togora ‘I’m praising’
a-na-togora− ‘he’s praising’

c. ku-tsukura ‘to carry’ ni-na-tsukura ‘I’m carrying’
a-na-tsukura − ‘he’s carrying’ ni-ka-tsukura − ‘I have carried’

These data can be accounted for by a rule of tone shift which is essentially the
same as the Kikuyu rule, differing only in that the tone shifts all the way to the end
of the word.

(71)  H
 x

V  ... V#

2. Extension to the segmental domain

The foregoing modification of phonological theory had the obvious good
consequence that tonal phenomena could be accounted for very nicely manner,
whereas previously tone was largely outside the grasp of the theory. The impact of
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autosegmental phonology was much more profound than that, however. The obvi-
ous thing to wonder, if tones are separate from the rest of the segment, then per-
haps segments themselves are not such monolithic, unstructured entities. And so
investigators looked for evidence for a similar separation of segmental features.

2.1. The autonomy of all features

An example of segmental phenomena which are reminiscent of autoseg-
mental tonal properties are floating segmental features as morphemes. One such
case is seen in Vata, there the past tense marker can be argued to be simply the
specification [+hi], which is suffixed to the stem and is realised phonetically on the
last vowel.

(72) n le ‘I eat’ n li ‘I ate’
n pl¢ ‘I pass’ n plŸ ‘I passed’
n ml¢ ‘I go’ n mlŸ ‘I went’
n no ‘I hear’ n nu ‘I heard’
n z¥ ‘I place’ n z¡ ‘I placed’
n w¥l¥ ‘I wash’ n w¥l¡ ‘I washed’

A second example comes from Fula, where a particular agreement pattern
(‘pattern B’ below) is marked by a prefix composed of the segmental specification
[-continuant] which causes an initial continuant to become a stop.

(73) pattern A pattern B
wecco becce ‘rib’
wibjo bibje ‘wing’
ruulde duule ‘cloud’
sekko cekke ‘mat’
hello kelle ‘slap’
yeËre jeËel ‘seed’
yimre jimel ‘poem’
yontere jonte ‘week’

Aramaic CP. Azerbaijani Aramaic provides evidence for treating the feature
[constricted pharynx] ([CP]) autosegmentally. This dialect has a contrast between
pharyngealised or emphatic vowels (AEIUO) specified as [+CP], and plain vowels
(aeiuo). In most words, either all of the vowels are emphatic, or none of them are.

(74) AmrA ‘wool’ brata ‘daughter’
zArÜA ‘seed’ bela ‘house’
qUlOx ‘stand up!’ nuŠj‡um ‘sorcery’

CP has been pro-
posed as a feature
used to describe
pharyngealization
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Some words may have non-emphatic vowels followed by emphatic vowels. In such
a case, the first emphatic vowel is always a low vowel.

(75) s‡arAw ‘corn growing wild’ riswAy ‘unmannerly speech’
seyfullAh ‘a great deal’ fandbAz ‘trickster’
nis‡An ‘sign’ pes‡tAmAl ‘towel’
milAqE ‘hung grapes’ eliyAhU name
galimbAj‡I ‘brother’s wife’ silAhlAmIs‡ ‘supplied with weapons’

These distributional properties will play an important role in arguing for an auto-
segmental treatment of [CP].

In line with the fact that all vowels in a word generally agree in the feature
[CP], (76) shows that suffixes harmonize in [CP] with the preceding vowel.

(76) lixm-a ‘bread’ lixm-e pl.
pirc‡axwar-a ‘old woman’ pirc‡axwar-e pl.
nOhr-A ‘mirror’ nOhr-E pl.
dIqnAxwAr-A ‘old man’ dIqnAxwAr-E pl.

klu ‘write! (sg)’ klu-mun pl.
bilbul ‘seek!’ bilbul-un pl.
qU ‘rise!’ qU-mUn pl.
mIs‡ltUn ‘make a king!’ mIs‡ltUn-Un pl.

[CP] will spreads through a whole sequence of suffixes.

(77) miŠr-a ‘she said’ xIt-lAx ‘you (f.sg.) sewed’
mir-wa-la ‘she had said’ xIt-wA-lAx ‘you had sewn’
mir-wa-la-la ‘she had said it’ xIt-wA-lAx-U ‘you had sewn them’

We will assume that the only value underlyingly marked for this feature is
[+CP], and that [+CP] spreads to the right by the following rule.

(78) [+CP]

  V     V

This rule thus explains why [+CP] vowels are always followed by [+CP] vowels.
However, we also need to explain why roots with a [+CP] specification (generally)
have [+CP] beginning with the first vowel. We can assume that, in the general case
the specification [+CP] is not associated to any particular vowel, but is just float-
ing, and an unassociated [+CP] specification is associated to the first vowel of the
word by the following rule.
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(79)     [+CP]′

# C0 V

The derivation of mIs‡ltUn-Un ‘make a king (pl.)!’ shows these rules.

(80)    [+CP]     (rule (79)) [+CP]        (rule (78)) [+CP]
• •

mis‡itun-un mis‡itun-un mis‡itun-un

There are some suffixes whose vowels are invariably emphatic; that vowel
is always the vowel [A]. No suffixes are invariably plain.

(81) qalaŠma ‘pen’ qalam-dAn ‘case for scribe’s utensils’
qand ‘sugar’ qand-dAn ‘sugarbowl’
s‡akaŠr ‘sugar’ s‡akaŠr-dAn ‘sugarbowl’

dukana ‘store’ dukan-dAr ‘shopkeeper’
mewana ‘guest’ mewan-dAr ‘hospitable’

j‡ut ‘plow’ j‡ut-kAr ‘plower’
nuŠj‡um ‘sorcery’ nuŠj‡um-kAr ‘sorcerer’
naqs‡ ‘engraving’ naqs‡-kAr ‘engraver’

These suffixes will be assumed to have underlying [CP] specifications, in contrast
to most other suffixes which are unspecified for [CP]. Since the suffix vowel is
lexically associated with [+CP], it does not associate to the first vowel of the word,
and since it does not associate to the first vowel of the word, [+CP] does not spread
to any vowels before that of the suffix.

We also find spreading of [+CP] between members of a compound. In the
examples of (82), [+CP] spreads from the first compound to the second.

(82) tAhA ‘3’ imme ‘100’
tAhA-mmE ‘300’
dIqnA ‘beard’ xwara ‘white’
dIqnA-xwArA ‘old man’

This is the expected pattern: [+CP] spreads rightward from the first member of the
compound to the second.

If the second member of the compound has [+CP] vowels, [+CP] spreads
through the second member of the compound.
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(83) xwara ‘white’ dIqnA ‘beard’
xwArA-dIqnA ‘old man’
be ‘without’ hAd ‘limit’
bEhAd ‘exceedingly’
qahwa ‘coffee’ xAnA ‘shelter’
qAhwA-xAnA ‘coffee-room’

This apparent exceptional leftward spreading of [+CP] is nothing of the sort.
Rather, the second member of the compound has a floating [+CP] specification; in
a compound, that feature links to the first vowel of the word by rule (79), and then
spreads to the right.

(84)                [+CP]                [+CP]                  [+CP]
         •   •

xwara   diqna xwara   diqna xwara   diqna

Another case of [+CP] appearing to the left of the morpheme where it
originates is seen in (85), where a prefix is added to a root with a floating [+CP]
specification.

(85) xos‡ ‘good’ na-xos‡ ‘ill’
hAq ‘right’ nA-hAq ‘wrong’
rAzI ‘satisfied’ nA-rAzI ‘unsatisfied’

pyala ‘fall’ ma-pole ‘cause to fall’
s‡atoe ‘drink’ ma-stoe ‘give drink’
myAsA ‘suck’ mA-mOsE ‘give the suck’
rAdOxE ‘boil (intr.)’ mA-rdOxE ‘boil (tr.)’

Given the assumption that a root specification of [+CP] is not generally associated
in the underlying form (except in roots such as (75) where [+CP] is unpredictably
associated to a non-initial low vowel), our analysis predicts that the [+CP] specifi-
cation will link to the first vowel of the word, which will be the prefix vowel in
this case, and spreads to the right thereafter.

The locational suffix -istan has the interesting property that it causes all
vowels in the word to which it is attached to become [+CP].

(86) xaraba ‘ruined’ xArAb-IstAn ‘ruined place’
c‡ol ‘uninhabited land’ c‡Ol-IstAn ‘wilderness’
hind ‘India’ hInd-IstAn ‘India’

This makes sense if the suffix -istan also has a floating specification [+CP], which
automatically associates to the first vowel of the stem and then spreads rightward.
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(87)              [+CP]              [+CP]      [+CP]
•   •

xarab -  istan xarab -  istan xarab -  istan

2.2. Feature geometry

It was realized that all features are autonomous from all other features, and
exhibit the kind of behavior which motivated the autosegmental treatment of tone.
The question then arises as to exactly how features are arranged, and what they
associate to, if the “segment” has had all of its features removed. The generally
accepted theory of how features relate to each other is expressed in terms of a fea-
ture-tree such as (88). This tree ˜ known as a feature geometry ˜ expresses the
idea that while all features express a degree of autonomy, certain subsets of the
features form coherent phonological groups, as expressed by their being grouped
together into constituents such as “Laryngeal” and “Place”.

(88) Root

lateral strident
consonantal sonorant

   continuant       nasal

           Laryngeal    Place

                                        voice
                        constricted
                           glottis                         Coronal                  Dorsal

                             Labial
spread              anterior        high
glottis                           distributed                            low

                              round                    back
                                      ATR

The organisation of features into such a structure went hand-in-hand with
the realization that the theory of rules could be constrained in very important ways.
A long-standing problem in phonological theory was the question of how to ex-
press rules of multiple-feature assimilation. We have discussed rules of nasal place
assimilation in previous chapters, and noted in chapter 6 that such rules necessitate
a special notation, the feature variable notation using ›, Ä, Æ and so on. The nota-
tion makes some very bad predictions. First, notice that complete place assimila-
tion requires specification of ten features in total.
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(89)    

ddistribute
high
back
anterior
coronal

 ___ / 

ddistribute
high
back
anterior
coronal

  C













































→

θ
δ
γ
β
α

θ
δ
γ
β
α

This is less simple and by the simplicity metric used in that theory should occur
less frequently than (90).

(90) C • [›coronal] / ___ [›coronal]

This prediction is totally wrong: (90) is not just uncommon, it is completely unat-
tested. Were there to be such a rule that assimilates only the specification of
coronal, we would expect to find sets of assimilations such as the following.

(91) mc‡ • nc‡ (not n†c‡) Ïc‡ • n†c‡
n†p • Ïp np • mp
n†k • Ïk nk • mk
n†t • n†t nc‡ • nc‡

The fact that the feature-variable theory allows us to formulate such an unnatural
process at all, and assigns a much higher probability of occurrence to such a rule,
is a sign that something is wrong with the theory.

The theory says that there is only be a minor difference in naturalness be-
tween (92) and (89), since the rules are the same except that (92) does not include
assimilation of the feature [anterior].

(92)    

ddistribute
high
back
coronal

 ___ / 

ddistribute
high
back
coronal

  C





































→

θ
δ
γ
α

θ
δ
γ
α

There is a huge empirical difference between these rules: (89) is very common,
(92) is unattested. Rule (92) is almost complete place-assimilation, but [anterior] is
not assimilated, so /np/, /n†k/ and /mt/ become [mp], [Ïk] and [nt] as expected, but
/n†t/ and /nc‡/ do not assimilate (as they would under complete place assimilation);
similarly, /Ïc‡/ becomes [n†c‡] as expected (and as well-attested), but /Ïp/ and /Ït/
become [näp] and [nät], since the underlying value [-anterior] from /Ï/ would not be
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changed. Thus the inclusion of feature variables in the theory incorrectly predicts
the possibility of many types of rules which do not exist in human language.

The variable-feature theory give no special status to a rule where both oc-
currences of › occur on the same feature.

(93)    

ddistribute
high
back
anterior
coronal

 ___ / 

ddistribute
high
back
anterior
coronal

  C













































→

δ
γ
β
α
θ

θ
δ
γ
β
α

This rule describes an equally unnatural and unattested process whereby a conso-
nant becomes [t] before [py], [p] before [q], and [py] before [k]. Rules such as (93)
do not exist in human language, which indicates that the linear theory which uses
this notation as a means of expressing assimilations makes poor predictions regard-
ing the nature of phonological rules.

The variable notation allows us to refer to legions of unnatural classes by
randomly linking two unrelated features with a single variable:

(94)  
lateral
voice

   d.    
anterior
coronal

   c.    
nasal

ddistribute
  b.     

round
high

    a. 































α
α

α
α

α
α

α
α

Class (a) applied to vowels refers to [u‰,u,e,¦,a]; (b) refers to [n‹,n†,p,tä,k] but excludes
[m,nä,t»,c‡,Ï]; (c) groups together [t,k] and excludes [p,c‡]; (d) refers to [l] plus voice-
less consonants. Such groupings are not attested in any language.

With the advent of a theory of feature geometry such as in (88), this prob-
lem disappeared. In that theory, the process of place assimilation is fomulated not
as the change of one feature value into another, but is expressed as the spreading of
one node ˜ in this case the Place node ˜ at the expense of another place node.
Thus the change /n†/ • [m] / __ [p] is seen as working as in (95).

(95) root root

[nasal]        x
    Place Place

  Coronal Labial

     +distrib
         -anterior
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Just as tone assimilation is the rightward or leftward expansion of the domain of a
tone feature, this process of place assimilation is expansion of the domain of one
set of place specifications, to the exclusion of another. When one Place node
spreads and replaces the Place node of a neighboring segment, that means that all
of the original place features are deleted, and the segment then comes to bear the
entire set of place features that the neighboring segment has.

What the feature variable notation was able to do was express multiple-
feature assimilations, but given this alternative theory, multiple feature assimila-
tions will be recast as spreading some node such as Place. The feature variable
notation can be entirely eliminated since its one useful function is expressed by
different means. The theory of feature geometry enables a simple hypothesis re-
garding the form of phonological rules, which radically constrains the power of
phonological theory. This hypothesis is that phonological rules can perform one
simple operation (such as spreading, inserting or deletion) on a single element (a
feature or organising node in the feature tree).

The thrust of much work on the organisation of phonological representa-
tions has been to show that this theory indeed predicts all and only the kinds of
assimilations found in human languages (specific details of the structure of the
feature tree have been refined so that we now know, for examples, that the features
which characterise vowel height form a node in the feature tree, as do the features
for the front/back distinction in vowels). The nonlinear account of assimilations
precludes the unnatural classes constructed by the expressions in (94), since the
theory has no way to tie a specific value for a feature to the value of another fea-
ture. The theory does not allow a rule like (92), which involve spreading of only
some features under the place node. The nature of a tree like (88) dictates that
when a rule operates on a higher node, all nodes underneath it are affected equally.
Unattested ‘assimilations’ typified by (93) cannot be described at all in the feature
geometric theory, since in that theory the concept ‘assimilation’ necessarily means
‘of the same unit’, which was not the case in the variable feature theory.

The theory of features in (88) makes other claims, pertaining to how place
of articulation is specified, which has some interesting consequences. In the linear
model of features, every segment had a complete set of plus or minus values for all
features at all levels. This is not the case with the theory of (88). In this theory, a
well-formed consonant simply requires specification of one of the articulator
nodes, Labial, Coronal or Dorsal. While a coronal consonant may have a specifi-
cation under the Dorsal node for a secondary vocalic articulation such as palatali-
zation or velarization, plain coronals will not have any specification for [back] or
[high]; similarly, consonants have no specification for [round] or Labial unless
they are labial consonants, or secondarily rounded. In other words, segments are
specified in terms of positive, characteristic properties.

This has a significant implication in terms of natural classes. Whereas la-
bials, coronals, and dorsals are natural classes in this theory (each has a common

Laryngeal consonants
like h and Ü, however,
may lack any place
specifications: the fea-
ture structure of
laryngeals remains a
topic for investigation.
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property) ˜ and in actual phonological processes, these segments do function as
natural classes ˜ the complement of these sets do not function as units in proc-
esses, and the theory in (88) provides no way to refer to the complement of those
classes. Thus there is no natural class of [-coronal] segments ([p,k] excluding [t,c‡])
in this theory. Coronal is not seen as a binary feature in the theory, but is a single-
valued or privative property, and thus there is no way to refer to the non-coronals
since natural classes are defined in terms of properties which they share, not prop-
erties that they don’t share (just as one would not class rocks and insects together
as a natural group, to the exclusion of flowers, by terming the group ‘the class of
non-flowers’). Importantly, phonological rules do not ever seem to refer to the
group [-coronal], even though the class [+coronal] is well attested as a phonologi-
cal class. The model in (88) explains why we do not find languages referring to the
set [p,k]. It also explains something that was unexplained in the earlier model: the
consonantal groupings [p,t] versus [c‡,k] are unattested in phonological rules. The
earlier model predicted these classes, which are based on assignment of the feature
[±anterior]. In the model (88) the feature [anterior] is a dependent of the Coronal
node, and thus labials and velars do not have a specification of [anterior], so there
is no basis for grouping [p,t] or [c‡,k] together.

Further reading

Clements & Hume 1995, Goldsmith 1990, Hayes 1986, Odden 1995.

Exercises

1. Lulubo
Note on tone marks: [v¯ ƒ] = rising from L to M, [vƒ �] = falling from M to L,

[vƒ −] = rising from M to H and [v® ƒ] = falling from H to M. Give the underlying form
of the noun roots and whatever morphemes mark the four case forms in the follow-
ing data; briefly discuss what theoretically interesting property these data illustrate.

Summary

A simple problem, how to represent contour tones, led to ideas which not only solved
the problem of contours, but also solved a whole array of problems related to tone.
Since there is no reason to think that there should be a special theory just for tone, a
natural development of these changes applied to tone was a general application of the
autosegmental idea to all of phonology. This resulted in sweeping changes to the the-
ory of phonology, and has resolved many earlier problems in how to state rules in a
constrained manner. This generalization of the results in one area to an entire sub-
discipline is typical of the progression of scientific theories.
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subject unfocused focused proper name
object object object

e�b™̄ a −ndä¢ � e �b™¯ a −ndä¢ � e �b™‡ a −ndä¢ � e �b™¯ ƒ ‘lion’
a�rŸƒ a−ndä¢ � a�rŸƒ � a −ndä¢ � a �rŸƒ − a−ndä¢ � a�rŸƒ ‘bird’
t»™® a−ndä¢ � t»™̂ a−ndä¢ � t»™® a−ndä¢ � t»™® ƒ ‘cow’

2: Holoholo
Verbs have an infinitive prefix or a subject marker, an optional negative

prefix, then an optional object pronoun, and lastly the verb stem. The stem is com-
posed of a root, a number of optional derivational suffixes, plus the morpheme -a
which means “non-past verb” or -ile meaning “past”. Consonant mutation rules
can be ignored (eg. il • in ), as well as some of the segmental allomorphs
(kuhuule−e−na from /kuhuulilana/, or kumweenaˆ from /kumonila/). What is important
is tone and rules relating to vowel sequences. Assume a principle of compensatory
lengthening for the language where glide-formation and vowel fusion applying to
underlying V+V sequence lengthen the vowel ˜ /i+o/ becomes [yoo].

There are regularities regarding vowel length to consider. There are no
surface representations such as *[kuponka] with a short vowel followed by the se-
quence nasal plus consonant, also no forms like *[kufyaka] with short vowel after
a glide. Furthermore, no words end in a long vowel.

kumona − to see kusila− to forge
kulola to look at kubula to draw
kumona −naˆ to see other kusil™®laˆ to forge for
kulolana to look at e.o. kubulila to draw for
kusil™®la −na to forge for e.o. kubulilana to draw for e.o.
kutege −le −la to listen kutege−le −sya to make listen
kutege −le −lana to listen to e.o. kusololana to choose e.o.
kulya − to eat kuhya − to carry
kuliilâ to eat for kuhiilâ to carry for
kubuusyaˆ to ask kukwaatâ to own
kubiihaˆ to be bad kuhiita to be black
kutuuta to hit kusyiika to bury
kuliil™®la to eat for for kukwaata−na to own e.o.
kubiikaˆ to put kubiik™®lila to put for
kumweenâ to see for
kusyiikana to bury e.o. kutuutila to hit for
kwiita− to call kwiita−nâ to call e.o.
kweema to suffer kwaat™®kâ to split
kweele−lâ to clean up kweele−la−na to clean up e.o.
kwiihaga to kill kwiihagana to kill e.o.
kooja to rest kuula to buy
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kooga − to wash kooge −laˆ to wash for
kooge −le −la to wash for for kooge −le −lana to wash for e.o.
kutoonta − to fill kutoonta−ma −na to be full
kuloomba − to request kuloombe −laˆ to request for
kuloombe −la −na to request for e.o. kusiinda −laˆ to make disappear
kusiing™®naˆ to put across kusiing™®n™®na to put across for
kwiimba− to sing kwiimb™®lâ to sing for
kunywiisaˆ to make drink kunywiis™®™®bwa to be made to drink
kuhuule −e −na to hit for e.o. kutimw™®™®na to break for
kuhima − to leave kuhimyaˆ to make leave
kukwaatâ to own kukwaatyâ to make own
koonka − to suck koonkyaˆ to make suck
kubusa − to miss kubusyaˆ to make miss
kukoloma to irritate kumukoloma to irritate him
kubako −lo −ma to irritate them kulola to look at
kumulola to look at him kubalo−laˆ to look at them
kumumona− to see him kubamo −na − to see them
kutege −le −la to listen to kumutege−le −la to listen to him
kubate −ge −le −la to listen to them kusimo−na − to not see
kusilo −laˆ to not look at kusiko−lo −ma to not irritate
kusimu −lo −la to not look at him kusiba−lo −lâ to not look at them
kusimu −mo −na − to not see him kusiba−mo −na − to not see them
kutiin™®na to worry kusit™®™®n™®na to not worry
kwiit™®™®n™®na to worry oneself kumutiin™®na to worry him
kwiilo −laˆ to look at oneself kwiimo−na − to see oneself
kuula to buy kusyuulâ to not buy
kusyuula −na to not buy e.o. kusimu−u −la to not buy him
kwiita− to call kusiita− to not call
kusiilo −laˆ to not look at self kusiimo−na − to not see self
ulolile− you (sg) looked usil™®le− you (sg) forged
tulolile − we looked tusil™®le− we forged
mulolile − you (pl) looked musil™®le− you (pl) forged
u −lo −lile − he looked u−s™®l™®le− he forged
ba −lo −lile− they looked ba −s™®l™®le− they forged


